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Before Editing 

 

“The patient is in a coma. The injury…. the head injury I mean, is internal; internal 
blood clot, which is considered dangerous, fatal. We have to keep Mr. Raheza 
under observation. This traumatic brain injury is not very rare, but also not so 
common. He is lucky that you all admitted him in time. Our team is trying their 
best, just believe in his will power to be strong enough to co-operate, and may 
Lord shower His blessings. If he recovers from his coma and responds to our 
treatment and medication, then there is hope, but if doesn’t, then I don’t want to 
be negative or trample over your prayers, but science tends to challenge faith). 
The impact of the collision was not that huge, but the affected area in the 
cerebrum was delicate. But don’t worry. We have advanced technology, a very 
advanced team, a very sincere team who have never failed before.” 

Two balls hiding behind the grey eyelashes of the India-settled-British doctor 
were not at all compatible with his soothing words, unveiled by his experienced 
tongue. In spite of being illiterate, my grandmother sensed that though, she 
feared switching to other mode, asthe doctor’s wrinkle-obsessed-eyes were a 
solace, a rumour stopper. But there were no ‘magnetic eye’ connections of any 
doctor with my mom, who had equally heard of the hospitality of hospitals, and 
equally doubted the compatibility of words and their meanings underneath. Her 
empty eyes brimmed over suddenly, flooded, and she fainted (although 
consciously enough to land safely on the sofa, supported by different hands). 
And my grandfather, in the moment, detected that his grip over me had loosened 
and reacted, reflecting his extraordinary-exceptional-reflexes-of-old-age, thus 
preventing one more member of the family from concussion. The atmosphere 
was heavier than before, but the bulging, ominous ball of the doctor had 
disappeared, like themagical mantra of ‘open sesame’ or ‘close sesame’. 
However his face shone more under perspiration than before, as, more secrets 
were to be shared, and more deception of sole faith to be debated.  

 

 

  

 

 

 



Basic Editing (Track Changes) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



After Editing 

 

“The patient is in a coma. The injury ... the head injury I mean, is internal, internal 
blood clot, which is considered dangerous, fatal. We have to keep Mr. Raheza 
under observation. This traumatic brain injury is not very rare, but also not so 
common. He is lucky that you admitted him on time. Our team is trying their best,  
just believe in his will power to be strong enough to co-operate, and may lord 
shower his blessings. If he recovers from his coma and responds to our treatment 
and medication, then there is hope, but if doesn’t, then I don’t want to be negative 
or trample over your prayers, but the affected area in the cerebrum was delicate. 
But don’t worry. We have advanced technology, a very advanced team, a very 
sincere team who have never failed before.”  

Two balls hiding behind the grey eyelashes of the India-settled-British doctor 
were not all compatible with his soothing words, unveiled by his experienced 
tongue. Inspite of being illiterate, my grandmother sensed that though she feared 
switching to other mode, as the doctor’s wrinkle–obsessed-eyes were a solace, a 
rumour stopper. But there were no ‘magnetic eye’ connections of any doctor with 
my mom, who had equally heard of the hospitality of hospitals, and equally 
doubted the compatibility of words and their meanings underneath. Her empty 
eyes brimmed over suddenly, flooded, and she fainted And my grandfather, in 
the moment, detected that his grip over me had loosened and reacted, reflecting 
his extra-ordinary-exceptional-reflexes-of-old-age, thus preventing one more 
member of the family from concussion. The atmosphere was heavier than 
before, but the bulging, ominous ball of the doctor had disappeared, like the 
magical mantra of ‘open sesame’ or ‘close sesame’. However, his face shone 
more under perspiration than before, as more secrets were to be shared and 
more deception of sole faith to be debated.  

 

 

 

 


